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SiC is an excellent candidate material for use in fusion and fission nuclear reactors. The work done in this thesis aims to understand the behaviour of SiC under He irradiation at high temperatures. Experiments of helium irradiation in 4H-SiC in temperature range of 700–900°C have been conducted with in-situ ion irradiation facility of MIAMI.

A couple of results are derived from the experiments: The major experimental observations were the formation bubble discs. There is a critical temperature threshold around 700°C above which much higher number density of bubble discs were formed. At 800°C, bubble discs were observed to grow with increasing helium fluence. Growth of bubble discs was also observed when the temperature was held at 800°C after a fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ as the bubble discs grew due to diffusion of helium and gain of vacancies. Bubble discs trended to stop growing with a mean size of 30 nm at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. The evolution of bubble discs was similar at 900°C as at 800°C. Analysis done at room temperature of experiments conducted at 900°C revealed that bubble discs formed preferentially on the {001} and {100} planes.
1. Introduction

Silicon carbide is a compound of silicon and carbon, which have an easy chemical formula SiC. As an important structural ceramic material, silicon carbide has been widely used for over a century.

Silicon carbide has more than 250 crystalline forms [1]. The polytypes of silicon carbide are categorized by their different crystal lattice and stacking sequences along the c-axis. For instance, rhombohedral polytypes (15R-,21R-,27R- etc.), hexagonal types (2H-,4H-,6H- etc.) and the single cubic-polytype (3C- ) [1], [2]. The majority of the polytypes have been investigated and their properties are well-understood [1]. Some of the polytypes can perform well under extreme conditions of irradiation and temperature, for instance, in nuclear reactor cores and extraterrestrial environments.

This introductory chapter provides a short history of SiC and its current applications, especially in nuclear industry. The motivation and details of the work undertaken in this research are then presented in the second part.

1.1 History

Silicon carbide was first reported by Saddow in 1824 [3] following which the preparation and synthesis was researched in 1885 by A.H. Cowless and E.H. Cowless [4]. The first SiC Light Emitting Diode (LED) was reported in 1907 [5].

The Lely method was used to produce single crystal SiC in 1955, putting forward a sublimation process at temperature of 2550–2600°C [6]. SiC manufactured by purely-thermal process shows low purity and small crystallites, which are not suitable for many industrial purposes [6]–[8]. Therefore, Tsvetkov and Tsvetkov developed the seeded sublimation method in 1978, making the synthesis of large high-purity single-crystal SiC wafers possible [9].

Industrial mass production of large SiC wafer was realized and further refinement to the growth process was developed in the 1980s [10]. The excellent characteristics of SiC drove scientists and researchers to explore new applications in the 21st century.
1.2 Application

SiC has a variety of applications in different fields. SiC has been manufactured into grinding wheels and other abrasive products as excellent abrasive since the end of nineteenth century [1]. Nowadays, as a technical grade ceramic, great improvement in quality has been achieved [11]. SiC is widely used as a semiconductor material in electronics, due to its high thermal conductivity, high electric field breakdown strength and high maximum current density. It is also used as high-powered devices [12]. SiC polytypes have very low coefficient of thermal expansion ($2.7 - 4.5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ k}^{-1}$) and no phase transition happens when they are heated, which would cause discontinuities in thermal expansion [13]–[15]. SiC is also used in resistance heating applications and flame igniters [16]. The main applications of SiC are discussed in more detail below.

1.2.1 Electronic devices

Research on SiC for electronic applications is mostly motivated by the superior combination of SiC’s physical properties. It performs much better for some high-temperature, high-power, or high frequency applications compared to Si- or GaAs-based devices [17]. Though the research is driven initially for military applications, civilian industries became increasingly interesting in SiC-based electronics [17]. For instance, Schottky diodes and MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors) for high-temperature and high-power switching as the switch time of these components is low when based on SiC [18]–[20]. Such devices and circuits made using SiC, can be used for both military and communications systems – for instance, radar, distributed satellite arrays and unpiloted aerial vehicles [17]. Meanwhile, the petroleum industry is interested in using SiC-based sensors to explore and probe the environment around drilling equipment where temperatures can rise up to nearly 300°C [17]. SiC electronics are being considered for a variety of applications in the automotive industry, such as engine control sensors, but the economics of relatively expensive sensors still need be evaluated before SiC electronics step into this potential market [17].
1.2.2 Non-nuclear structural materials

As a hard ceramic, silicon carbide is used as a composite and ceramic in bulletproof vests. Silicon carbide is applied in lots of high temperature kilns as support structure, such as for firing ceramics, glass fusing or glass casting [21].

1.2.3 Astronomy

Materials of the silicon carbide family are some of the most desirable candidates for telescopes in outer space [22]. These infrared astronomical telescopes are normally cooled down to a few K to achieve the required instrument sensitivity [22]. SiC has a low thermal expansion coefficient, high hardness, low density and high radiation hardness which could be made into telescope mirrors. SiC-based materials with new element infiltrated material add new characteristics and perform even better. For instance, carbon-reinforced SiC (C/SiC) materials achieve high fracture toughness and reduced shrinkage factor [23].

1.2.4 Abrasives and cutting

SiC is also used as an abrasive and for cutting in manufacturing. Since 1980s, SiC particles and whiskers have been investigated and incorporated into Metal Matrix Composites (MMCs) [24]. These SiC-reinforced MMCs demonstrate excellent wear and abrasion resistance [24]–[26]. The products are wildly employed in automotive/aircraft brakes [27]–[29] and in piston engines [30] to improve wear resistance.

1.2.5 Nuclear materials

Facing the increasing energy crisis, scientists are looking for promising sources of power. Nuclear energy is one possible solution. Not only does the nuclear fuel have extremely high energy density, but it also massively reduces the carbon emissions of energy production compared to the burning of fossil fuels. Silicon carbide is a candidate material for use in nuclear reactor cores, owing to its superior irradiation tolerance, which is generally associated with properties such as low thermal expansion, high thermal conductivity, good thermal structure stability, good thermal shock resistance and good chemical inertness [17, 32].
1.2.5.1 Nuclear fuel cladding and coatings

Tri-structural isotropic (TRISO) particles have been used as nuclear fuel in High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGRs), such as pebble bed reactors, for several decades [31]. And now they are being considered for used in fluoride-salt high-temperature reactors (FHRs) [32, 33] and light water reactors (LWRs) [34].

For HTGRs applications, a large number of these TRISO fuel particles are either spheres for pebble bed fuel or cylindrical compacts for prismatic fuels [35]. These fuel forms have been successfully deployed in Germany in the 1960s [9] and are now being produced and evaluated in the US as well as in China and other countries [4]. The typical TRISO fuel particle contains a couple of different functional layers and the fuel kernel. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the TRISO fuel particles [32].

![Fig 1.1: Schematic structure of the TRISO fuel particles (a) and irradiation induced crack (b) (reproduced from [32]).](image)

The SiC layer of the TRISO particle is considered to be the most important structure [32]. The SiC layer holds the particle together under the high pressures generated during fission, providing structural support to bear the stresses produced by irradiation induced structural changes. Therefore, the SiC layer acts as “a pressure vessel” for the fuel [36].

1.2.5.2 Structure support in nuclear reactors

SiC-based ceramic composites are being considered as structural materials in nuclear reactors for applications such as core support, fuel channel boxes, prototype control rods (as shown in
Fig 1.2) [37]. Its application has been proposed in all types of nuclear fission reactors, which including LWRs, High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (HTGRs), Gas-cooled Fast Reactors (GFRs) and Fluoride-cooled High Temperature Reactors (FHRs). SiC-based materials have also been extensively considered as replacements for metallic alloys in some components [37].

![Image]

**Fig 1.2:** articulating connections of control rods made of Prototype SiC/SiC (reproduced from [37]).

### 1.2.5.3 Immobilization of nuclear waste

SiC could be used to immobilize the irradiative atoms from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, such as $^{137}\text{Cs}$, $^{14}\text{C}$, $^{129}\text{I}$ and $^{85}\text{Kr}$ [38]–[40]. Due to the extraordinary low fission product diffusivities, high chemical stability and high radiation resistance, Some polytypes of SiC are excellent materials to retain the radionuclides in a geologic repository [38].

### 1.2.5.4 The first wall candidate for fission reactor

SiC-based materials are considered as candidates for low-activation composites for fusion reactor components, such as the first wall which faces extremely high temperature plasma, the divertor which remove the waste and impurities from the plasma [41]–[43].
1.3 Motivation

The current GenIII nuclear reactors operate at temperature less than 625 K. For the innovative GenIV fission reactors and for fusion reactors, the materials would confront harsher operating environments. Fig 1.3 shows the expected operating conditions in terms of temperature and atomic displacements of these new reactors [44]. Since the service lifetime is expected to be at least 60 years, the maintainable function under high temperature and high neutron fluence in the reactors poses a great challenge of materials.

![Fig 1.3: Expected operating temperature and displacement dose for different nuclear fission reactor systems (dpa means displacement per atom) (reproduced from [44]).](image)

As a promising candidate material, SiC has been researched for more than 50 years. However, as summarised by Riccardi [45], there are still critical issues to be solved for the application of this material in harsh environments. In this work, the dynamical changes during high temperature helium irradiation on SiC were investigated to understand the underlying mechanisms. Helium irradiation caused bubbles and bubble discs which may result in a degradation of the material properties. These formations will decrease the toughness thus increasing high temperature creep and swelling [37], [46]. They could also be
a nucleation sites for cracks which ultimately lead to the premature failure of the materials [37].

1.4 Work undertaken

The main purpose of the work was to simulate the helium irradiation of SiC in the nuclear reactors. As an important product of the transmutation, helium was implanted into 4H-SiC at 700°C, 800°C and 900°C. Helium bubbles and bubble discs are found in irradiated 4H-SiC under these conditions. The characteristics of the bubble discs were researched, which included the growth mechanism, size, orientation, effect of irradiation fluence and temperature. Utilizing the in-situ ion irradiation technique, it was possible to investigate the dynamic evolution on the nanoscale in real-time.

There are few in-situ ion irradiation studies of helium bubble discs in SiC in this temperature range. The information and conclusions derived from these experiments are of great significance for the application of SiC in extreme conditions and in particular in the nuclear industry.
2. Literature Review

This chapter gives a review of the relevant literature on SiC including its structure and properties, mechanism of ion-solid interactions, electron and helium radiation effects on SiC, temperature affects and the TEM technique. This literature review aims to provide evidence and to situate the current study within the relative area.

2.1 Silicon carbide

2.1.1 Structure and valence bond

The fundamental structural unit of SiC is a primary co-ordinated tetrahedron, SiC₄ or CSi₄, as shown in Fig 2.1(a). The four bonds between carbon and silicon are nearly purely covalent. A 12\% ionic contribution to the bonds can be estimated from Pauling’s formula where a Si atom has the positive charge [47].

Silicon carbide has more than 250 polytypes. The polytypes are classified as α-SiC (hexagonal and rombohedral polytypes) and β-SiC (cubic polytype). All the polytypes of silicon carbide can be expressed as a typical hexagonal axis system, which have the c-axis normal to three equivalent axes a, b and d having angles of 120° with each other. All the polytypes share identical layers perpendicular to the hexagonal axis (c-axis) but with different stacking sequences [2]. The positions of the silicon and carbon atoms in projection can be seen in Fig. 2.1.

![Fig 2.1: Position and projection of silicon and carbon atoms in SiC](image-url)
a) elementary Si-C tetrahedron;
b) projection of one tetrahedral layer;
c) projection of two adjacent tetrahedral layers of the cubic;
d) projection of two adjacent tetrahedral layers of the hexagonal; and
e) projection of the different positions of the atoms (reproduced from [2]).

2.1.2 Properties of SiC

SiC has a number of properties which make it ideally suited to many applications. It has low density, high strength, high thermal structure stability, low thermal expansion, high hardness, high elastic modulus, good thermal shock resistance, chemically inert and excellent radiation resistance [16], [48].

There are some small differences in the properties between the different polytypes. Some basic parameters of main SiC polytypes are shown in Table 2.1 [49].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Property</th>
<th>Polytype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3C(α)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (g.cm⁻³)</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice Parameters(Å)</td>
<td>a = 3.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 7.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Group</td>
<td>T₄d(F43m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity (W.cm⁻¹.K⁻¹)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus (10⁻⁴ Bar)</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band Gap (eV)</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (x10⁻⁶ K⁻¹)</td>
<td>2.74 (at RT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Ion-sold interactions

The mechanism of the interaction between energetic particles and solid materials has been widely explored over the last 70 years and is fundamental to many experimental techniques. Mechanical, optical, electrical and magnetic properties of materials can all be affected once energetic particles interact with them. The section below covers the main principles of ion-solid interactions which are highly relevant for the research detailed in following chapters.
2.2.1 Energy loss mechanism

The ability of a solid to slow an energetic particle is usually defined as the “stopping power” \( \frac{dE}{dx} \), which gives the energy transfer per path length of the particle along its trajectory. The total stopping power is divided into two basic energy transfer mechanisms: nuclear stopping and electric stopping [50].

2.2.1.1 Binary collision approximation

Binary collision approximation (BCA) has been used as a fundamental assumption of many theory and models in the area of the ion-solid interaction, as well as the computer simulations in this area [51]. The BCA separated the interactions between particles into a collection of dualistic collisions. BCA only considers the energy loss caused by nuclear stopping power and the interaction between the incident particles and target atoms nuclei is regarded as elastic [51].

2.2.1.2 Nuclear stopping

Nuclear stopping means the average energy loss of the incident particles produces from elastic interactions with target nuclei [52]. The principal effect of nuclear collision is that kinetic energy is transferred to the knock-on target atoms. These atoms might be displaced from their original lattice sites (if the transferred energy exceeds the threshold energy for the ballistic displacement of the target atom) and structural defects might be created, e.g. vacancies and interstitials.

2.2.1.3 Electronic stopping

Electronic stopping power is due to interactions with electrons of the target atoms, which may lead to excitation of the electrons and ionization of atoms. Electronic stopping power depends strongly on the ion velocity and the charge density on the ion and on the target atoms.

In addition to slowing the energetic particle, electronic interactions can affect the actual charge state of the incident particle, which is in matter of continuously fluctuating and balance between electron loss and electron attachment.

The average charge of the ion, which depends on its velocity, is called its “effective” charge, \( Z_{1}^{\text{eff}} \). In a low energy state in which the ion velocity, \( v_{i} \), is much lower than the Bohr velocity of the atomic electron, \( v_{0} \), the ion will capture an electron from the target and
neutralize [52]. Nuclear energy loss dominates at these velocities and diminishes as $1/E_0$. The electronic energy loss is increasing with the rising of the ion’s velocity [52]. When the velocity is in the range from approximately $0.1v_0$ to $v_0Z_1^{2/3}$, the electronic energy loss is approximately proportional to velocity $v_i$ [52].

At higher velocities ($v_0 \gg v_0Z_1^{2/3}$), electrons are stripped from the incident ion (or energetic PKA, etc.) and finally the ion can be regarded as a naked positive nucleus which possesses a higher velocity than the mean orbital velocities of the electrons in the shells or subshells of the target atoms. At this stage, the cross-section of the electronic stopping diminishes with the increasing velocity and the stopping values are in direct proportion to $(Z_1/v_i)^2$.

Fig 2.2 shows the relationship between parameter $\varepsilon^{1/2}$ and the cross sections of nuclear and electronic stopping. The reduced energy ($\varepsilon$) is directly proportional to the energy of incident ions and $\varepsilon^{1/2}$ is directly proportional to ion velocity. Both the electronic and nuclear stopping powers increase to their peaks then decrease. The electronic energy stopping reaches its peak at values of $\varepsilon^{1/2}$ which are higher than the nuclear stopping maximum, as it is presented in Fig 2.2. The nuclear interaction can be viewed as a collection of single elastic collisions between the incident particle and the target-atom nuclei, whilst the electronic interactions can be described as a continuous viscous drag process between the incident particle and the electron sea surrounding the target nuclei. The reduced nuclear and electronic stopping cross sections in relationship with $\varepsilon^{1/2}$ are shown in Fig 2.2 [53].

![Fig 2.2: The cross sections of nuclear and electronic stopping as a function of $\varepsilon^{1/2}$](image)
(reproduced from [53]).
2.2.2 Ion range and distribution

When the ion enters into the target, it undergoes collisions with the target atoms and does not follow a straight path because of these collisions. As shown in Figure 2.3, the actual path length travelled by the ion is called the range, \( R \), and penetration along the direction parallel to that of the incident ion is given as projected range, \( R_p \).

![Figure 2.3](image)

Fig 2.3: An ion incident on a material penetrates with a total path length, \( R \) and gives a projected range, \( R_p \), along the direction parallel to the incident direction of the ion (reproduced from [53]).

2.2.3 Channelling

2.2.3.1 General

When it comes to crystalline materials, the ordered arrangement of atoms greatly affects the ranges of ions and the resulting radiation damage. Channelling is where the ion trajectory is well aligned along an open crystallographic direction. The stopping power of the particles in the certain direction is much lower than other directions and the ions will travel deep in the target with less collision, as shown in Fig 2.4 [54].

![Figure 2.4](image)

Fig 2.4: The schematic of channelling (reproduced from [54]).
In monocrystalline materials, the channeling directions are usually the low index crystalline axes and it is often difficult to avoid channeling in single crystalline materials [55]. The main parameters such as the ion atomic number $Z_1$, the ion energy $E_c$, the target atomic number $Z_2$, the orientation of the substrate, the crystal lattice type and spacing and the vibrational amplitude of the target atom (related to temperature), have a distinct affect on the channelling and range distribution. The channeled particles will cause fewer displacements of target atoms and have a longer range of incident ions, which is different from conventional collision theory [55].

2.2.3.2 Channelling in SiC materials

The channelling will likely occur when the ion travels along a low index crystallographic direction. Ivan Chakarov and co-workers investigated the $\text{Al}^{+}$ implantation ranges in 6H-SiC along the [001] axis and found they were more than twice as deep relative to the random off-axis implantation. Furthermore, they found some proportion of the channeled ion would get stuck in a disordered layer where the dechanneled $\text{Al}^{+}$ ion stop and cause a plenty of the defects. Thus an intermediate damage random peak ($\sim 2 \mu m$) appears at lower depth layer than the true channeling peak layer ($\sim 4 \mu m$) [56].

$4H$-SiC has several major channelling directions including the [001], [113] and [110]. Implantation of $\text{Al}^{+}$ along the [113] direction was found to be three times deeper compared to implantation along the [001] direction and five times deeper compared to random off-axis direction [57].

2.2.4 Radiation damage

When the energetic ions are introduced into the target, they collide with target atoms and the energy is transferred during the collisions. A target atom which is displaced from its lattice sites by an incident ion is called a Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA). Energetic ions could create many PKAs which can then interact with further atoms. The collisions result in displacement of lattice atoms from their initial sites creating vacancies, interstitials and other types of lattice defects. This is called “radiation damage”. For high energy particles, electronic energy dissipation can result in atomic displacements [51, 53].
2.2.5 Collision cascades

Nuclear collisions by an incident ion transfers energy to the target atoms and forms primary recoil atoms. If the transferred energy from the incident ion is large enough, the PKAs will go on colliding with other atoms and cause more displacements. The collision process between incident atoms and PKAs, PKAs and other lattice atoms which create a number of new generations recoil atoms is called a “collision cascade”, as shown schematically in Fig 2.5.

![Collision cascade diagram](image)

**Fig 2.5:** Schematic of an incident ion trajectory and related recoil atoms with their individual trajectories and the resulting collision cascade (reproduced from [58]).

2.2.6 Spike

Spikes in the context of ion-solid interactions consist of displacement spikes and thermal spikes. They are discussed in the section below.

2.2.6.1 Displacement spikes

A displacement spike means a high density cascade where the majority of atoms in the area are temporarily in motion. The area is highly damaged after the displacement spike. A displacement spike consists of a core of vacancies and a surrounding jacket of interstitial atoms. Brinkman produced the first schematic of the displacement spike, shown in Fig 2.6 [59].
2.2.6.2 Thermal spikes

In general, thermal spikes mean the temperature elevation of the surrounding material in a collision cascade [58]. The thermal spikes just last several picoseconds [52]. Then, the volume quenches to ambient temperature [52].

2.3.7 Phase stability and transformation

Ion irradiation can affect the stability of the phases of a target material and even change the phases. Local enrichment or depletion of solute is possible to happen during the irradiation. Irradiation can also cause lattice disordering, phase dissolution, nucleation and growth of distinct phases. Further, irradiation can create metastable phases and amorphization [53].

2.3.8 Sputtering

When a collision happens near the surface of target materials, the atoms in the near-surface layers obtain sufficient energy from bombardment and overcome its binding energy to the surface, so that they will escape from the target face. The process is called sputtering. A schematic of sputtering in the cascade is given in Fig 2.7.
The sputtering yield is a parameter defined as the number of ejected atoms per incident energetic particle [52]:

\[ Y_{\text{sputter yield}} = \frac{\text{mean number of emitted atoms}}{\text{incident particle}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The sputtering yield typically varies in the range 0.5–20, depending on the incident angle and energy of the incident ion, the masses of the ion and target atoms and the surface binding energy of the target atoms [52]. For crystalline materials, the orientation of the crystal with regard to direction of irradiation can affect the sputtering. For in-situ microscopy, sputtering is an important factor, because we deal with very thin samples and changes near the surface must be considered.

Sputtering could cause a significant erosion of material and can thus be a problem. However, it can be utilized for TEM sample preparation. For instance, ion beam milling is a final thinning process which is based on sputtering by ion irradiation [60]. Also, sputtering is widely used as one of the processes for depositing thin films on suitable substrates in the semiconductor industry [61].

2.3.8.1 Sputtering of SiC

Sputtering of SiC has been widely researched with different incident atoms and various energies. W. Eckstein and his co-workers investigated the sputtering yields of SiC for light ions such as H, D and He, because of their importance in nuclear fusion and fission reactors.
J.Roth found the sputtering yield of SiC for He$^+$ is about $10^{-2}$ and significant temperature dependence is found at low energies (600 to 7500 eV) [63]. Plenty of research has been conducted on focused ion beam sputtering of SiC [64]. Computer simulation of SiC sputtering by He$^+$ has also been performed. T.S. Pugacheva et al. found that for light incident particles, the sputtering is significant when the incident ions have the energy of 3–5 keV [65]. In Gernot Ecke’s work, the simulation of sputtering yields for SiC fits the existing experimental data very well. However, the simulation results depends on the input parameters of SiC [66].

2.3.9 Computer simulation

Computer simulation can be a very effective approach for the analysis of ion-solid interactions. By simulating on the computer, we can not only predict the damage distribution, ion range and energy deposition, but also gain an improved understanding of the spatial and temporal development of the interaction. There are mainly two types of computer simulation which are widely used nowadays: the Binary Collision Approximation (BCA) method and the Molecular Dynamics (MD) method [52].

The BCA method considers that the incident ion goes through a sequence of independent binary collisions with the target atoms. In the BCA approach, a single collision between the ion and the atom is considered at a time using a classical scattering integral between two colliding particles. For those whose energies are less than the displacement energy, the BCA code would consider the ballistic feature of the cascades, such as replacement-collision sequences and the focused-collision sequences [53].

There are a plenty of computer programs, such as: TRIM [67], EVOLVE [68], SASAMAL [69], DINA [70] and CASCAD [71]. Most of these programs are based on a combination of BCA method and Monte Carlo code. Monte Carlo code is a computational algorithm that repeats doing the sampling in a random way and then does the probability statistics to get the distribution of probability. The majority of the models consider all the material as amorphous solids (no long-range order), they possess a great deal of distinct advantages: running fast and good simulating result which fits the experiment data well [65].

SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) is the most popular software in this area. It can estimate the damage distribution, sputtering, ion penetration depth and so on. SRIM has been used in this work to estimate the damage distribution and ion range of He implantation in the experiments.
The molecular dynamics method provides a more precise and realistic description of the atomic interactions in cascades. The MD simulations allow the well-defined lattice atom positions in crystalline structure to be taken into account and the changes of all the atoms through the cascade process. The analysis calculates the force (a function of distance) between the simulated atoms from their interatomic potential functions. Then the simulation obtains the acceleration and motion by using Newton’s laws of motion. The program solves these equations numerically in a very short period of time and then iterates. Therefore, the approach of molecular dynamics is computationally expensive but extremely useful for particles interaction simulations in small volumes [53].

2.3 Transmission Electron Microscope

The transmission electron microscope is a powerful scientific instrument which can provide a wide collection of characterization methods with high resolution. Indeed as nanotechnology and related areas capture the imagination of both the industrial and the scientific communities, it is progressively believed that the TEM is the central tool for characterization of nanoscale materials and devices [72].

2.3.1 TEM sample preparation

Nowadays, most all kinds of materials are investigated in the TEM, including metals alloys, ceramics, semiconductors, polymers, glasses and composite mixtures of the materials. The limiting factor in the investigation of the materials using TEM is often sample preparation, rather than the resolution of the electron microscope [73] [74].

TEM specimen preparation itself is a very broad subject. Scientists use various ways: electropolishing, chemical etching, ion milling/ focused ion beam (FIB), grinding and crushing, cleaving and so on. Each of methods has merits and drawbacks.

Electropolishing and chemical etching are widely used to make electrically conductive specimens, for example, metals and alloys. Certain voltages and suitable solutions for different material are needed [72]. Ion milling is another important technique to make TEM samples. It is applicable to both electrically conductive and nonconductive materials. A kind of commercial product called Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS) developed by Gatan Inc. was used in our sample preparation and the processes are detailed in the section 3.2. Ion Focused ion Beam (FIB) can be considered as a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
cooperating with a built-in ion gun [72]. Ion mill would inevitably induce some irradiation damages into the samples [72] while cleaved specimens for TEM are damage-free ones [75], [76]. Williams and Carter has details these methods in chapter 10 of their book [72].

2.3.2 TEM for irradiation damage investigation

Electron-beam irradiation using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an important techniques for investigating radiation effects of materials [77]. TEM has the ability to observe materials with high resolution and high magnifications. It could be used to investigate the radiation damage on a nanoscale. Facilities which combined TEM with ion beams provides the possibility for scientists to do TEM with in-situ ion irradiation [78].

2.3.3 Electron irradiation in the TEM

Although TEM make advantages of the short wavelength of the electron beam, the electrons are one type of ionizing radiation. In general, electron beam irradiation produces three types of radiation damage: (1) atomic displacements because of the energy transfer resulting from interactions between electron of then beam and nucleus of specimen atoms; (2) atomic displacements caused by the interactions between the electrons of the beam with electrons of the specimen atoms; and (3) beam heating [79]. Electron irradiation can damage the specimen, for example, polymers, organics, certain minerals and ceramics [72].

Irradiation effect on SiC by electron is well discussed in the section 2.4. In-Tae Bae et al. discussed about the main three factors of the electron beam irradiation on SiC in their publications: the fluences/fluxes, the voltage (energy of the electron ) and temperature dependence [77]. Generally, higher fluences and higher voltages will lead to greater irradiation damage [77].

2.3.4 TEM with in-situ ion irradiation

An ion beam is directed from implanter or ion accelerator onto the specimen in the microscopes in a TEM facility with in-situ ion irradiation. One of the biggest advantages is that TEM facilities with in-situ ion irradiation are able to capture the dynamic evolution of the materials during the ion irradiation, which help the researchers to analyse and understand the mechanism under the phenomenon. The TEM facilities with in-situ ion irradiation are often used to simulate neutron irradiation damage in the nuclear reactors. The irradiation
damages equivalent to the DPA level irradiating by high neutron doses can be achieved in a short time frames. Several tens of such facilities have been built over the last fifty years. In Hinks’s paper [80], he reviews the specific technique and the details of the facilities over the world.

2.3.5 TEM for SiC

Different TEM modes and techniques are used to investigate SiC materials. Bright field imaging, dark field imaging, selected area deflection pattern, weak-beam dark field imaging, HRTEM, electron microscope combined with Energy Dispersion X-ray spectrometry (EDX) and Electron Energy Loss Spectrometry (EELS) are employed [11]. The evolutions of SiC, such as the structure transformation of SiC crystalline defects, bubbles formation, dopant deposition, amorphization, Chemical composite changes and self-organization were investigated with these techniques [22], [42], [43], [77], [81]–[87].
2.4 Irradiation effects on SiC

2.4.1 Electron irradiation

The research on electron irradiation is important for the TEM of SiC. Electron irradiation is relatively easy to perform, with many universities and research institutes possess equipment capable to generating high-energy electrons. Below, the literature is reviewed across different electron energy ranges.

2.4.1.1 100–160 keV

Barry’s work gives the displacement threshold energy, $E_d$, of a carbon atom in SiC is 21.8±1.5 eV and the minimum electron energy required to generate a displacement damage is estimated to be 108±7 keV [88]. The corresponding electron energies necessary of the C and Si atom displacement is shown in Fig 2.8. while Bardeleben et al claims that 100-150 keV for C atoms and 220-300 keV for Si atoms are reasonable as the lower limits [89].

![Fig 2.8](image)

**Fig 2.8:** schematic of minimum required energies of electron, which transfer energy of either 20 eV or 30 eV to an atom of atomic mass, A, in an individual collision. For example, if the displacement energy of the atoms is 30 eV, displacements of Si and C require electron energies of ~150 eV and ~300 eV, respectively [89].

In 4H-SiC, it is believed that at an energy of 116 keV, the electron trap concentration increases linearly with the fluence of the electrons, which may be caused by carbon
displacement [90]. Katsunori Danno and his colleague claimed that the irradiation induced electrons trap centers did not decrease until annealing above 1600 °C [90]. The C interstitial atoms, C\textsubscript{i}, have high mobility and are able to migrate outside of the electron irradiation area and the vacancies remain within the region of electron irradiation [91], [92].

2.4.1.2 200-400 keV

The Si atom displacement and Si Frenkel pair defects (Si vacancies and Si interstitials) took place at an electron beam energy above 200 keV [89], [93]. Although in Steed’s work Si frenkel pair defects appeared at energies above 250 keV [94]. Electron irradiation at 200 KeV will induce amorphization on 6H-SiC and 4H-SiC at or lower than room temperature (295K) by the accumulation of defects resulted from direct atomic displacements. Ishimaru and his co-workers researched amorphization mechanisms and concluded that amorphization is caused by the accumulation of interstitial carbon atoms [95]. Bae investigated that the defect recovery increases during irradiation, due to the temperature increases and ionization effects [96]. Bardeleben claimed that at room temperature, 300 keV electron irradiation induced carbon vacancy-hydrogen complexes were predominant found in high purity intrinsic and p-type and SiC, although the energy level is large enough to knock out Si atoms [87].

With the help of Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy, C-displacement-related defects, HK\textsubscript{0}, HK\textsubscript{2} and Si-displacement-related defects, EP1, EP2, were observed in SiC irradiated in this energy range, while other deep level Si-displacement-related defects centers EP3 and EP4 were only observed in the samples irradiated by energy of 400 keV. Si-displacement-related defects trended to be annealed out above 950°C, while carbon-displacement-related defects included complexes stayed stable [93].

2.4.1.3 >400 keV

Higher energy electron irradiation introduces more complicated defects in the SiC structure. Clusters of both vacancies and interstitials are shown to form following irradiation with electron energy of between 800 keV and 1 MeV [97–99]. In Chen and co-workers’s detected that the generation of the deep level defects after high electron irradiation, named as ED\textsubscript{1}, E\textsubscript{1}/E\textsubscript{2} and E\textsubscript{4}, is mainly due to the displacement of the C atom [100]. The reason of generation stay the same as the research with the energy range of 200–400 keV above [87], [93], [95, 96]. The TEM observation with EELS showed that preferential displacement of carbon resulted in silicon-silicon bonding and no carbon-carbon bonding was detected in Asaoka’s experiment.
[101]. Electron induced amorphization in SiC occurred at electron energies of up to 2 MeV in Inui’s work [102]. The electron trapped defects reduced the performance of SiC diodes in this energy range [103].

2.4.2 He ion irradiation

He ion irradiation effects are influenced by several parameters: the ion energy, ion flux and fluence, crystallographic orientation and sample temperature. The effects are reviewed below with a focus on the formation of bubble platelets and bubble discs in SiC.

2.4.2.1 1-10 keV

Bubbles have been generated by 2–3 keV helium irradiations in SiC at temperatures above 1000°C. The bubbles size increased with irradiation temperature and Hojou observed the precipitated bubbles were aligned preferentially along {001} basal planes [82]. 8 keV helium irradiation of the SiC in Sugiyama’s experiment revealed carbon concentration reduced in the vicinity of the SiC surface and the C-C bonds enriched on the SiC surface, although the exact depth was not mentioned in this paper. [104]. 10 keV He was implanted into 100 nm SiC in Ohy’s in-situ irradiation experiments. Amorphous areas are formed at room temperature and helium bubbles are generated both in amorphous areas and in crystal structure. At 1000°C, bubble precipitated in crystal structure [105]. Preferential bubble precipitation and growth were found along the c-planes. At higher fluences, the number of bubbles increased, and their position became more random within the lattice [105].

2.4.2.2 10-160 keV

Barot revealed 50 keV He irradiation induced phase changes from bulk c-SiC to α-SiC and amorphous phase with fluences of 5×10^{15} to 1×10^{17} ions.cm^{-2}.s^{-1} at room temperature. Then an elevated irradiation temperature of 600°C avoided amorphization. The subsequent annealing to room temperature led to the relaxation of surface strain and the formation of helium platelets. The transformation from platelets to clusters of bubbles was observed by using XTEM, which was attributed to the motion of vacancies in the paper. The growth of bubbles and stacking faults also resulted in swelling at surface observed by AFM [106].

No amorphous layer was generated in 6H-SiC samples irradiated to a fluence of 3×10^{16} ions.cm^{-2} with 100 keV He irradiation at 327°C, due to the dynamic annealing [107].
damage areas partially recovered with the increasing annealing temperature, which was studied by optical transmittance technique [107]. TEM observation showed lattice defects were not completely recovered because of the existence of helium bubbles. Raman spectra indicated that the activation energy for bond polarizability was about 0.172±0.003eV [107].

Bubble discs were detected in 4H-SiC implanted with 30 keV He\(^+\) ions to 2.5×10\(^{16}\) cm\(^{-2}\) and annealed at 800°C for 30 minutes [108]. The author concluded the overpressure state of He/vacancy clusters caused the planar bubbles to grow on low-index planes. The platelets-to-bubble discs transformation happened when their size exceeded a critical value. A simple model was presented to explain the formation of helium platelets/discs. The model was based on a frozen matrix assumption that ignored the long-range movement and clustering below the temperature of vacancy mobility [108].

2.4.2.3 >1 MeV

A comparison of defects was made between α-SiC and β-SiC after 15.7MeV helium irradiation. It turned out that disk-shaped clusters of bubbles preferentially form along \{001\} habit planes in hexagonal α-SiC and on \{111\} planes in cubic β-SiC [109], [110]. Helium platelets were formed at ambient temperature by 26.3 MeV helium irradiation with a fluence of 2.26×10\(^{22}\) ions.cm\(^{-2}\) and no transformation of platelets happened in Chen's work [81]. After annealing to 1500K, helium platelets transformed to discs of spherical bubbles with dislocation loops [81].

2.5 Diffusion in SiC

It is well believed most species have a low diffusion coefficient in SiC [111], [112]. Temperature, implanted atom and defects may all affect diffusion processes in SiC. Here we give a review of self-diffusion and He diffusion in SiC which are both of direct relevance for the evolution of helium bubbles and helium bubble discs in the experiment performed as part of the current work.

2.5.1 Self diffusion

Hong measured self-diffusion in pure and n-doped α-SiC single crystals by using isotopic tracing the temperature range of 1900–2300°CCK. The activation energy for the migration of C in pure and n-doped α-SiC was found to be ~7.41 eV and ~8.20 eV [113], respectively.
Similarly, the activation energy of Si in pure and n-doped a-SiC was about 7.22 eV and 8.18 eV, respectively [114]. Rüschenschmidt investigated the Si and C diffusivity was between 1723°C and 1923°C. The activation energy of C and Si was given around 7~10 eV [115].

In a lower temperature range of 650–850°C, C atoms diffused into Si substrate to create SiC films. C preferentially occupied substitutional sites below 750°C, but both interstitial and vacant sites above 820°C [116].

### 2.5.2 He diffusion

Monitored by mass spectrometry, Jung et al. got He diffusion coefficient D for temperature of 527–777°C in his work, which is written as below:

\[
D \left[ m^2/s \right] = 1.1 \times 10^6 \exp(-1.14/kT) \quad (2.2)
\]

The activation energy was considered as 1.0 eV below 1000K and 1.8 eV above 727°C [117]. Sasaki gave that the activation energy of helium diffusion in a neutron irradiated SiC at temperature 700-950°C was ~1.2 eV [118]. In Pramono’s work, the helium diffusion coefficient in neutron irradiated SiC stayed the similar function 750-1260°C, given as:

\[
D \left[ cm^2/s \right] = 1.38 \times 10^{-10} \exp \left[ -0.91 \pm 0.07 \left( \text{eV/atom} \right)/kT \right] \quad (2.3)
\]

The activation energy of helium diffusion was around ~0.9 eV. Pramono concluded that helium diffusion mechanism changed to migration of vacancies above 1260°C to explain the accelerated migration of vacancies [118]. It also was reported that vacancy mobility became possible, when the temperature exceeded the critical value (~927°C) [119]. Zhang and his colleagues calculated the activation energy for helium diffusion in SiC to be 1.1eV when they established their model of formation of helium platelets as described above in section 2.4.2.2 [108].
3. Experimental Methods

3.1 Bulk materials

The material used in the experiments was 4H (four-hexagonal) polytype of silicon carbide. The SiC wafers were acquired from Cree (USA). The wafers have a diameter of 76.2 mm, a thickness of 344.7 µm and resistivity of 0.021 Ω·m. The orientation of the surface was 7.88° off the (001) plane.

3.2 TEM specimen preparation

TEM specimen preparation is a broad area and there are various ways to make specimens. The correct method to choose depends on the information you need, time constraints, availability of equipment and the materials. This section details the preparation of 4H-SiC TEM specimens for this study.

3.2.1 Cutting of bulk material

The SiC bulk material was first stuck on a PTFE block with wax. The PTFE block was loaded into a Well 3241 diamond wire saw. Then, a 0.3 mm diamond wire saw was used to cut SiC into 1.8×0.7 ×0.3 mm pieces.

3.2.2 Mechanical polishing

A tripod polisher, originally developed by IBM, was used in this procedure [120]. The SiC pieces were attached on a Pyrex stub and then the stub was mounted in a hole by two screws. The heights of the tripod legs are adjustable to obtain the required wedged angle of the specimen. The tripod and Pyrex stub is shown in Fig 3.2. The milling wheel used here is an Escil ESC300 GTL. A series of different grade diamond polishing discs was adhered to a glass plate on a spinning wheel by water surface tension. As the sample got thinner, polishing discs with smaller size of diamond particles were changed in order to decrease the surface roughness and make it as flat as possible; the spinning speeding of the wheel also was reduced. The sequence of diamond particles sizes on the disc and spinning speeding corresponding to the thickness of the specimen used in this procedure are shown in Table 3.1. The changes made here are important to avoid specimen breaking. Water was used to wash
the disc and clean the material removed from the specimen, otherwise these small powders or particles remained on the disc will affect the surface smoothness of the specimen.

Figure 3.1: Tripod polishing jig and stub (reproduced from [49]).

Table 3.1: The sizes of diamonds on polishing disc for various sample thicknesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Size (µm)</th>
<th>Thickness(µm)</th>
<th>Wheel Speed (RPM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>80-50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50-25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25-15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15-10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the thinning process, the thickness of the specimen was measured by a Cooke, Troughton and Simms traveling microscope with a precision of ±0.5 µm. The specimens were polished to approximately 10-15 µm with the tripod. This is an appropriate thickness to start ion mill because of the slower rate of material removal by ion beam and the artifacts (such as surface roughness) which may arise during the prolonged ion milling. The Pyrex stub was put into acetone and the specimen released from the stub after 20 minutes. In order to be supported safely at high temperatures, the specimen was glued on a molybdenum grid by G-1
Epoxy glue from Gatan, which is capable of withstanding high temperature. The grids (bought from Agar Scientific) are 3.05 mm in diameter, with a 2 × 1 mm hole, as shown in Fig 3.2. The specimen was mounted across the 1mm gap carefully. Following that, the specimens were put into a 100°C oven for 30 minutes to cure of the epoxy.

![Fig 3.2: A schematic of a round molybdenum grid with a SiC sample and glued areas.](image)

### 3.2.3 Ion beam milling

The machine used is called Gatan model 691 PIPS (short for Precision Ion Polishing System), which was developed by Gatan Inc. As shown in Fig 3.3, the specimen was mounted at the sample position in the middle of PIPS. There are two ion guns which emit an argon beam to polish the sample. The incident energy and angle are adjustable to different materials and sample preparation requirements. The sample was thinned to electron transparency by bombarding the surface of the specimen to sputter away atoms. For SiC, the starting incident energy and angle were 4 keV and 5°, respectively. Then the energy and angle were changed to 2 keV and 3° when a perforation was detected by a built-in microscope above the sample and this procedure lasted for half an hour. Finally, an energy of 0.5 keV and an angle of 1° were used to smooth and clean the surface of sample. The sample rotates during the thinning. The final thickness of the sample normally reaches less than 100nm, which is 200 keV electron transparent [121]. The specimen was monitored by a built-in optic microscope above the sample during the thinning procedure.
Figure 3.3: Geometry in Gatan PIPS showing ion guns, path of the ion beams, sample position and ion detection elements.

3.3 Transmission electron microscope

3.3.1 Electron scattering

As known wave-particles duality, the electron is treated in two different ways: a succession of particles in electron and wave in electron diffraction. Electron scattering can be classified in different ways: elastic and inelastic scattering, and also coherent and incoherent scattering. When an electron interacts with thin TEM samples, various terms produce, shown in Figure 3.4.

Fig 3.4: Different types of electron scattering from a thin specimen (reproduce from [72]).
When an electron encounters a single atom, the electron is scattered through an angle (θ) (radians) into some solid angle (Ω), measured in steradians (sr). The concept of scattering cross-section is induced to describe the chance of a particular electron undergoing scattering. The differential scattering cross section dσ/dΩ for a single, isolate atom can be written as:

$$\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = \frac{1}{2\pi \sin \theta} \frac{d\sigma}{d\theta} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

and the cross sections of scattering dσ/dΩ, whose scattering angles are bigger than 0, are integrated from θ to π, written as follow:

$$\sigma_{atom} = \int_{\theta}^{\pi} d\sigma = 2\pi \int_{\theta}^{\pi} \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \sin \theta \ d\theta .$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

### 3.3.1.1 Elastic scattering

Elastic scattering lays the foundation of contrast in the imaging mode and diffraction pattern of TEM. In consideration of wave property of the electron beam, the atomic-scattering factor $f(\theta)$ is defined by the equation as below:

$$|f(\theta)|^2 = \frac{d\sigma(\theta)}{d\Omega} .$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

In the equation, $f(\theta)$ is a parameter of the amplitude of an electron wave, which is scattered from an isolated atom and $|f(\theta)|^2$ is in direct proportion to the scattered intensity.

Then we consider the situation in a crystal structure. In a structure unit, $f(\theta)$ of all the atoms is multiplied by its phase factor and then is summed up, of which the sum F(θ) is written:

$$F(\theta) = \sum_{i}^{\infty} f_{i} e^{2\pi i(hx_{i}+ky_{i}+lz_{e})} .$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

The absolute value $|F(\theta)|^2$ is in direct proportion to the scattered intensity. The phase factor considers the phase difference of between scattered waves by atoms on different parallel planes. The scattering angle θ is between the incident and scattered electron beams.
Von Laue used a light-optics way to compute the path difference for a wave. The path differences are integer numbers of wavelengths in three dimensions, \( h \lambda \), \( k \lambda \) and \( l \lambda \). The well-known Von Laue’s diffraction equations are given as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a(\cos \theta_1 - \cos \theta_2) &= h\lambda, \quad (3.5) \\
    b(\cos \theta_3 - \cos \theta_4) &= k\lambda, \quad (3.6) \\
    c(\cos \theta_5 - \cos \theta_6) &= l\lambda. \quad (3.7)
\end{align*}
\]

and the two-dimensional schematic is shown in Fig 3.5:

![Fig 3.5: Two-dimensional schematic of von Laue approach (reproduce from [72])](image)

Then later, Sir William H. and Mr. W. Lawrence Bragg simplified Von Laue’s approach. They regarded the electron waves as behaving as if they are reflected off atomic planes as revealed in Fig 3.6. Bragg’s law can be written as equation (3.8):

\[
n\lambda = 2d \sin \theta_B. \quad (3.8)
\]

In the equation, \( d \) is the difference between two planes and \( \theta_B \) is the Bragg angle.
3.3.1.2 Inelastic scattering

Inelastic scattering, which based on inelastic collision, may not conserve kinetic energy. On one hand, the inelastic scattering will generate lots of useful signals and we can form spectrum images to analysis the chemistry and electronic structure of the specimen. For instance, Energy dispersive spectrometry is used to analyse emitted X-rays and Electron energy loss spectrometry analyses the energy loss of electron caused by the inelastic scattering. On the other hand, the energy transfer will result in more electron beam damage and heating, compared to elastic interaction.

3.3.2 Components and structure

3.3.2.1 Electron source

There are two kinds of electron source: thermionic and field-emission sources. The filaments of thermionic sources are made of tungsten or lanthanum hexaboride (LaB$_6$) crystals and field emitters use fine tungsten needles. The electron source used here is a tungsten filament. Fig 3.7 shows a schematic of the thermionic electron source. A voltage is applied between the filament and anode and then focused by a Wehnelt. The electrons come through a crossover and emit with a divergence angle, $\alpha_o$. 

![Fig 3.6: Schematic of the Bragg diffraction (reproduce from [72])](image)

---

**Fig 3.6:** Schematic of the Bragg diffraction (reproduce from [72])
Fig 3.7: Schematic of the thermionic electron source (LaB$_6$) (reproduce from [72])

3.3.2.2 Lenses

Four electromagnetic lens sets are used in the TEM: the condenser lens, the objective lens, the intermediate lens systems and the projective lens. A modern magnetic electron lens contains soft iron polepieces (upper and lower) with a hole in the middle and a coil of copper wire surrounding each polepiece, seen in Fig 3.8. The gap between two polepieces is an important parameter of an electromagnetic lens. The magnetic field strengthens from the centre of the hole to the edge of the hole.
3.3.2.3 Apertures

Apertures are a set of holes with different diameters positioned on the diaphragms. The diameters of the apertures range from a few to µm to several hundred µm. The apertures limit the collection angle of the lens. The objective aperture lens effects a series of the most important parameters of a TEM: the resolution of images, the depth of the field and the depth of focus, the image contrast, the collection angle of the electron energy-loss spectrometer and so on.

3.3.2.4 Image capture

For JEM-2000FX, a fluorescent viewing screen is mounted following the projector lens. It is coated by ZnS grains with sizes of ~50 µm. The human eye has its peak sensitivity at the 555nm green light emitted by electron excitation in ZnS. The viewing screen is particularly important when finding and centring the electron beam. In modern TEMs, Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) detectors are used as a powerful tool to take images. A computer is used to display, analyse, store and share the data making it much convenient and flexible. Meanwhile, CCD, which possesses the advantages, such as low noise characteristics and rapid image capture, significantly overweighs other semiconductor detectors and scintillator-photomultiplier detectors.
3.3.3 Main operating modes and techniques

TEM is an outstanding tool for materials research. The mechanism and setting of two main modes (diffraction mode and imaging mode) are shown in Fig 3.9. Both will be explained below in this section.

**Fig 3.9:** The two basic modes of TEM operation. In the diffraction pattern mode (DP), the objective aperture is moved away and selected area aperture is inserted into the image plane of the objective lens to choose a specific area of sample. In the imaging mode objective aperture is inserted into the back focus plane to choose a required area of the specimen while the selected area aperture is moved out. (reproduced from [72])
3.3.3.1 Diffraction

Diffraction Patterns form in the back-focal plane of the objective lens. By changing the focus of the intermediate lens to the back-focal plane of the objective lens, the diffraction pattern is amplified and then displayed on the viewing screen or CCD. Diffraction intensity varies with the changes of intensity of different diffracted electron beams. Diffraction Patterns give the crystallographic information of the samples. The information of a particular area is collected via Selected Area diffraction (SAD).

3.3.3.2 Imaging

Imaging mode is another important operating mode of TEM. The images form on the imaging plane of the objective lens and are magnified by the intermediate lenses. Imaging can be performed in two main modes: bright field imaging and dark field imaging. In the bright field mode, an aperture is positioned in the back focal plane of the objective lens and this allows the direct electron beam to go through. Therefore, the image is contributed by the mass-thickness and diffraction contrast. In the dark field mode, one or several diffracted beams are chosen by the objective aperture whilst the centre direct beam is obstructed. Some important information from the sample can be well presented in dark field images, such as dislocations, planar defects or sizes of precipitated particles.

3.3.3.3 Down-zone imaging

Down-zone imaging means observing the sample under the condition where one crystallographic direction is aligned parallel to the direct electron beam. This can be achieved by tilting a crystallographic sample such that diffraction spots of the low index are distributed on the screen with uniform intensity in diffraction mode. The sample satisfies the Bragg conditions strictly and gives distinct contrast in the images in imaging mode. Images taken slightly off-zone are essential in observing and analysing the orientation of bubble discs (or platelets) in this work because down-zone images are completely dominated by Bragg contrast and the some features may not be clear in the images.
3.3.3.4 Contrast mechanisms

Contrast is generated when the electrons interact with the sample. A TEM image contains different types of contrast. This section discusses the main types of contrast involved in this work.

3.3.3.4.1 Mass-thickness contrast

Mass-thickness contrast appears because of incoherent elastic scattering of electrons and inelastic scattering. It closely related to the atomic number $Z$, the density, $\rho$ and the thickness, $t$. The thicker or higher atomic density areas of the samples, the darker you will get on the image. Fig 3.10 shows the mechanism of mass-thickness contrast. Mass-thickness contrast is the main mechanism of non-crystalline materials, such as biological TEM specimens.

![Fig 3.10: The mechanism of mass-thickness contrast in a BF image. In thicker and higher atomic density area, more electron are scattered off the incident axis. Then the area goes darker. In the thinner and low atomic density area, less electron are scattered off the incident axis. The area is lighter. (reproduced from [72])](image)
3.3.3.4.2 Fresnel contrast

Fresnel contrast is a form of phase contrast which is produced by the potential difference between the voids (or cavities), vacuum and edges of samples. Fresnel contrast from voids (or cavities) in the images gives a bright fringe in underfocus of the objective lens and a dark fringe in overfocus condition. Thus bubbles, platelets, and bubble discs can be observed, even without surrounded strain field. The observation of bubbles, platelets, and bubble discs with strain-fields is discussed as below in section 3.3.3.4.3 For the JEOL JEM-2000FX Microscopic bubbles as small as 0.5nm in diameter can be detected with Fresnel contrast. Fresnel contrast is probably hidden by strain contrast in the sample in some conditions.

3.3.3.4.3 Strain-fields

Due to the existence of intrinsic and ion-irradiation induced defects, stain fields are generated around these defects. This results in the bending of some the lattice planes in the samples. The bending planes fit the Bragg condition. Thus, the diffraction conditions change and then contrast in the real-time images change relatively. Strain-fields induced contrast is useful for detecting and characterising the defects in the samples, for instance, dislocations and cavities.

3.4 MIAMI

MIAMI, which is short for Microscope and Ion Accelerator for Materials Investigations, is an in-situ ion irradiation facility. All of the irradiations were conducted on MIAMI. The system induces an accelerated ion beam into JEOL JEM-2000FX TEM. It can generate ion species from H to Xe at an energy range 0–100 keV. Low energy implantation will allow light ions to stop in the target, while high energy heavy ion or self-ion irradiation could produce numerous atomic displacements. Many kinds of samples holders are available for different uses, including double-tilt with heating (RT to 1000°C), cooling (–173°C to 100°C), staining and 360° rotational. This makes the facility flexible to suit various research conditions. Furthermore, in-situ TEM observation allows the facility to explore the dynamic evolution of materials and irradiated ion induced changes and underlying mechanisms. The angle between induced ion beam and the electron beam is 30°. The schematic of beamline from ion source to sample position of the MIAMI facility is shown in Fig 3.11 [122].
3.4.1 Ion source

A Colutron ion source generates an ion beam by ionising a gas from a gas cylinder or heated solid. The ionisation happens in a quartz chamber where a tungsten filament is heated by applying 12~15 V to cause thermionic electron emission. The electrons are attracted to the anode (usually 50V~125V with respect to filament) and then the electrons pass through and ionise the gas creating a plasma. An accelerating voltage is applied up to 10 kV between the anode and the extraction element of the Colutron mode. Higher energy ions can be achieved by the acceleration tube mounted after the bending magnet. The ion source needs to be cooled by a cooling loop. An exploded view of ion source is illustrated in Fig 3.12 [123].
3.4.2 Beam profile monitors

Two beam profile monitors provided by National Electrostatics Corporation are positioned on the beamline (see Fig 3.4). Each monitor consists of a helical wire which rotates at 1080 RPM. The helical wire sweeps through the ion beam twice in a single period in two orthogonal directions as the wire rotates. Then, secondary electrons are produced when ions hit the wire and are collected by the surrounding cylinder to measure intensity across the beam, which is displayed as a profile on an oscilloscope.

3.4.3 Beam focus and deflection

3.4.3.1 Einzel lens

There are two Einzel lenses in MIAMI for the purpose of focusing the ion beam. The first one is mounted following the first acceleration of the ion beam in the Colutron G-2 and the second one is installed following the double deflection in the beamline before the TEM.

3.4.3.2 Bending magnet

The bending magnet acts as both ion beam deflection and energy/species selection. The magnetic field is generated in a direction perpendicular to the ion’s trajectory. The ions are deflected by the Lorentz force in the magnetic field. The equation for the magnetic field strength is given as follow:

\[ B = \frac{mv}{qr} \]  

(3.9)

Where \( m, v, q \) and \( r \) mean the mass of the ions, the velocity, the electron charge and the radius of the curved path of the ions, respectively. The velocity, \( v \), is derived from the voltage \((V_{acc-1})\) acceleration of the ions in the Colutron G-2, shown in equation 3.10 and 3.11. The magnet field strength, \( B \), is adjustable by changing the current passing through the coils of the electromagnet.

\[ V_{acc-1} = \frac{mv^2}{2q} \]  

(3.10)
Then, \( v = \sqrt{\frac{2V_{acc-1}q}{m}} \) \[(3.11)\]

3.4.3.3 Double deflection

Two pairs of parallel plates are set between the acceleration tube and the second Einzel lenses. Each pair of plates applies voltages up to 10 kV. Thus, two normal mounted pairs of plates provide electric field to correct the direction of ion beam. The applied voltage is actual -5 kV to +5 kV. Calculations of the electric force and electric field are given by the equation 3.12 and 3.13.

\[
F = qE_d \quad \text{(3.12)}
\]

\[
E_d = \frac{V_{plates}}{d} \quad \text{(3.13)}
\]

Where \( F, E_d, d \) and \( V_{plates} \) mean the electric field force, the electric field between the plates, the distance between the plates and the applied voltages between the plates, respectively. One pair of parallel plates is installed horizontally and the other pair is installed vertically, which allows the double deflection to deflect the beam in both directions. A schematic of double deflection is shown in Fig 3.13.

![Schematic of double deflection](image_url)
3.4.4 Current metering system

3.4.4.1 Skimmer

The skimmer is used to measure the current and help to align ion beams. It consists of three diaphragms and a 15 mm long stainless steel tube. A tube with a small inner diameter of 3–4 mm is positioned between the first two diaphragms (see Fig 3.14). The well aligned ion beam is collected by the second diaphragm in the middle with an aperture of 1 mm. The current of the skimmed ion beam is displayed on a picoammeter, which is connected to the diaphragm. By coming through the first aperture, the ion beam direction is selected. It makes sure that the ion beam travels close to the zero potential line, when it enters the final deflection plates. The skimmer is able to give constant monitoring, whereas the Current Metering Rod (CMR) is taken out during the experiment.

Fig 3.14: Sample position geometry in the MIAMI facility. Ion beam path, final deflection plates and electron beams are shown. The electron beam, ion beam and sample position all intersect towards the bottom of the image. The skimmer is placed before the final deflection. It helps to find the ion beam during the alignment of ion beam and to monitor the ion beam during the irradiation experiment. [80].
3.4.4.2 Current metering rod

The current metering rod fits in TEM like a sample rod. It consists of a holey carbon film covered hole and an ion beam detection plate with secondary electron suppression. The carbon film is used to adjust the height of the rod by finding the exact focus plane of the carbon film. The electron beam is then centred in the detection plate prior to the alignment of ion beam. There are two diaphragms with apertures above the detection plate. The first one is the entrance of ion/electron beam. A voltage of $-60$ V is applied on the second diaphragm to suppress the secondary electrons. The detection plate gives the accurate current metering at the sample position. As an intrinsic shortcoming, the CMR is not able to measure the dosimetry once the sample holder is installed in the TEM.

3.4.5 Final deflection

The ion beam is deflected again by two pairs of bent parallel plates of final deflection before it hits the sample. An angle of $30^\circ$ between the electron beam and ion beam is achieved from the final deflection. The voltages applied on the upper plate and the bottom plate are equal and opposite, which keep the centre line of the final deflection assembly as a zero potential zone. The zero potential axes is the centre line of two pairs of bent parallel plates where the ions experience minimum focusing effects due to the applied voltages on the plates. The electric field formed by the applied voltage bends the ion beam and force it to travel along the zero potential zone. The applied voltage on vertical direction is decided by the energy of the ions, shown in equation 3.14, 3.15, 3.16.

\[
E = qV_{acc} = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \tag{3.14}
\]

\[
F = Eq = \frac{mv^2}{r} = \frac{2qV_{acc}}{r} \tag{3.15}
\]

\[
V_{plates} = Ed = \frac{2V_{acc}d}{r} \tag{3.16}
\]

In the equation, $E$, $V_{acc}$, $d$ and $r$ represent the energy of the ion, total acceleration voltage of the ion, the distance between two plates and radius of the curved path of the ions, respectively. The geometry and structure around the sample position inside the microscope is illustrated in Fig 5.3.
3.4.6 Transmission electron microscope

JEOL JEM-2000FX TEM is used to take images and analyse the evolution of materials during the irradiation. Diffraction pattern mode and imaging mode were both used in this work. This allowed images to be captured along with information on the crystallographic orientation. The acceleration voltage used for electron in this experiment was 200 keV. Bright field imaging mode and diffraction mode were used. Samples were installed in the double-tilting heating holder which is able to be heated to 1000°C.
4. In-situ Analysis of Helium Irradiation Effect on SiC at High Temperatures

4.1 Introduction

Neutron induced transmutation reactions can release alpha particles which acquire electrons to become helium atoms. Table 4.1 shows the main transmutation reactions in SiC in nuclear reactors [124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Transmutation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>As a by-product of fission reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>$^{12}\text{C}, (n,\alpha) \rightarrow ^9\text{Be}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>$^{28}\text{Si}(n,\alpha) \rightarrow ^{25}\text{Mg}, ^{28}\text{Si}(n,\alpha) \rightarrow ^{26}\text{Mg}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>$^{28}\text{Si},(n,2n) \rightarrow ^{27}\text{Si} \rightarrow ^{27}\text{Al}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>$^{31}\text{Si},(n,\gamma) \rightarrow ^{31}\text{Si} \rightarrow ^{31}\text{P}+\beta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experiments, 4H-SiC TEM samples were irradiated by 3.5 keV helium at either 700°C, 800°C or 900°C. The Gen-IV nuclear reactors and future fusion reactors will operate at these temperatures or even above. The MIAMI in-situ irradiations produced useful results applicable to the nuclear applications of SiC-based materials. Under these conditions, helium bubbles nucleated, grew. Bubbles discs were observed in the samples. The evolution observed by TEM helps to understand the mechanisms on the behaviour of SiC under helium irradiation.
4.2 Irradiation conditions

After preparation, the SiC samples were mounted into a Gatan double-tilting heating holder. The samples were irradiated with 3.5 keV helium at either 700°C, 800°C or 900°C. The flux of the helium is $2.5 \times 10^{13}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$.s$^{-1}$ and the maximum fluence reached more than $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$.

4.2.1 Computer calculation with SRIM

SRIM (software version 2013.00) [125] was run before the experiment to calculate the ion and damage distribution. The choice of helium energy for the irradiation experiments was based on the results of the ion and damage distribution derived from SRIM. The samples were assumed to have a thickness of 100 nm and the displacement energies for Si and C are the default values provided by SRIM. When SRIM was run, helium beams with different energies between 1~6 keV were used and the incident angle of 30° off the normal of the sample surface stay consistent with the incident angle in MIAMI. Then judging from the results of SRIM, it is learnt that energy of 3.5 keV was an appropriate value for helium irradiation in this work. The ion distribution peak of the ion range is about 346 Å. The damage and ion distribution of 3.5 keV helium implantation were shown in Fig 4.1. The conclusion was drawn that all the helium atoms came to rest in a thickness of 100 nm and most of collision happened within this thickness.

![COLLISION EVENTS](image1.png) ![ION RANGES](image2.png)

(a) Vacancies produced (b) Helium ion range

**Fig 4.1:** Graphs output from SRIM [125] showing the predicted irradiation damage (a) and helium ion ranges (b) in SiC.
4.3 Experimental results

4.3.1 Helium bubbles

In the experiments, bubbles were generated under helium irradiation. Isolated bubbles were observed at 700°C, 800°C and 900°C. At 700°C, areas which contained a high density of isolated bubbles were observed. A typical area with bubbles at 700°C is shown in Fig 4.2. As discussed in section 3.3.3.4.2, the Fresnel contrast predominated in these images, which were tilted slightly off down. The bubbles featured bright fringes in under-focus condition (see Fig 4.2a), while in over-focus condition they exhibited dark fringes (see Fig 4.2(b)). The observation and mechanism of bubbles growth at 700°C were consistent with those in the thesis of Pawley [49]. In his thesis, he has already detailed the bubble evolution at 700°C. When the experiment temperatures was repeated at the temperatures of 800°C and 900°C, the bubbles formed were bigger than the sizes at 700°C at the same fluence. It may be explained that higher temperature increases the number of vacancies and helium atoms which have higher energies to overcome the energy barriers. More helium atoms and more vacancies are able to migrate further and less likely to trap. There are more helium atoms and vacancies available nearby when a bubble start to form. More experiments on the sizes of bubbles at different temperatures are proposed for further works.

![Fig 4.2: TEM images of bubbles at fluence of 6.1×10^{16} ions.cm^{-2} at 700°C; (a) underfocus (~60 nm), (b) overfocus (+60 nm). Scale bar applies to both images.](image)
4.3.2 Bubble discs

Bubble discs were formed in our helium irradiation experiments of 4H-SiC. Fig 4.3 illustrates isolated bubbles and edge-on bubble discs in underfocus and overfocus conditions, which were from an irradiation experiment at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ at 800°C. The evolution and characteristics of bubble discs are detailed in this section.

![Fig 4.3: TEM images of bubbles and edge-on bubble discs at 6.1×10^{16} ions.cm^{-2} at 800°C viewed close to [001] zone-axis. (a) underfocus (−60 nm), (b) overfocus (+60 nm). Scale bar applies to both images.](image)
4.3.2.1 Plan-view and edge-on bubble discs

When the samples irradiated at 900°C with a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ were observed in [001] direction, both plan-view and edge-on bubble discs were formed, shown in Fig 4.4. However, edge-on discs were more easily detected when viewed in various directions due to their significantly stronger contrast.

Plan-view bubble discs were easily observed in thin areas where they were not obfuscated by contrast from other features, such as isolated bubbles, different orientated bubble discs and the surrounding strain fields of the bubble and discs.

It is obvious that the plan-view bubble discs lay on {001} planes when observing close to the [001] zone-axis. A quantity of published papers have reported the plan-viewed platelets and discs (lying on {001} planes) [81], [106]–[110], while it was the first time ever that on-edge bubble discs were detected viewed in [001] direction.

As a new interesting finding and due to the ease of observation, the experiments mainly focused on the edge-on discs. More details of the analysis on the lying-on planes of on-edge bubble discs will be presented in section 5.6.
**Fig 4.4:** Plan-view (a) and edge-on (b) bubble discs at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ at $900^\circ$C; (c) the corresponding diffraction pattern.
4.3.2.2 Effects of temperature on bubble disc formation

Bubble discs can be formed at 700°C, 800°C and 900°C under the helium irradiation, shown in Fig 4.5. Very few bubble discs are observed at 700°C at a fluence of 6.1×10^{16} \text{ ions.cm}^{-2}, shown in Fig 4.5(a). However, none was detected at the same temperature and fluence in Pawley’s work [49]. Pawley’s research was more interested in thin areas of the samples. He did the statistics of bubble density at the edge of the hole which is generated by PIPS. In the present work, a very low density of edge-on bubble discs were detected at relatively thick areas (~50nm) at 700°C. 4H-SiC samples behaved differently when the specimens were heated to 800°C and 900°C. A high areal density of bubbles discs were detected in the irradiated areas, shown in Fig 4.5(b) and (c). In Zhang’s ex-situ experiment, planar clusters of helium bubbles in low density were observed after annealed above 700°C [108]. Therefore, it is expected there is a temperature threshold (defined as $T_t$) around 700°C which changes samples evolution under these condition. Based on the images captured during the experiment, the mean final sizes of bubble discs at 900°C at 6.1×10^{16} \text{ ions.cm}^{-2} were larger than those at 800°C at 6.1×10^{16} \text{ ions.cm}^{-2}. However, appropriate post-irradiation analysis to confirm the statistical significance of this observation was not possible due to mechanical failure of the sample at 800°C. The general trend observed was that larger bubble discs formed at higher irradiation temperatures.
Fig 4.5: The sizes of the edge-on bubble discs at different temperatures at the same fluence of ~6.1×10^{16} ions.cm^{-2} viewed close to [001] direction, (a) 700°C, (b) 800°C and (c) 900°C.
4.3.2.3 The growth of bubble discs with increasing He fluence

Although a number of publications have reported the existence of plan-view helium platelets and discs with ex-situ TEM observation [96], [97], [99]–[104], [122], the in-situ technique used here was able to follow the growth of bubble discs.

A series of TEM images of the edge-on bubble discs illustrates the significant growth with increasing He at 800 °C, as shown in Fig 4.6. The length of the edge-on bubble discs in projection and the width increases with the rise of fluence. The bubble discs are also accompanied by strain-field induced Bragg contrast.

(a) $2.3 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

(b) $3.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

(c) $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

(d) $4.6 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$
The length and width of bubble discs in the images were measured in software ImageJ and the resulting measurements are analysed by Origin Pro 9.0. With the increase of fluence from $2.3 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ to $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$, the mean length grew from ~10 nm to ~30 nm. In the Fig 4.7, there was a significant increase of the mean length between the fluence of $3.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ and $4.6 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ before the growth slowed above the fluence of $4.6 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. The bubble discs tended to stop growing after irradiated with a fluence of $5.4 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. The final sizes of discs were ~30 nm. Fig 4.7 shows the increase in bubble discs width at 800°C. The graph illustrates that the width of bubbles discs rise to maximum values of approximately 3.3 nm. Compared to the length increase, width increase is relatively small. During the irradiation process, the bubble discs kept the shapes as discs (or platelets).

Fig 4.6: The growth of edge-on bubble discs at 800°C with different fluences. Scale bar in the first image applies to all panels.
Fig 4.7: The length (a) and width (b) increase of bubble discs at 800°C with increasing He fluence. Note that the time on the upper axis includes irradiation time and the holding time required for image capture (during which irradiation was not performed but the sample was held at temperature).
4.3.2.4 The growth of bubble discs whilst held at 800°C

This results discussed here was obtained from the same experiment as above, helium implantation were paused at a fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. The sample has been held at the temperature of 800° for 6 minutes. The bubble discs exhibited significant growth during this time. Images were taken every two minutes, as shown in Fig 4.8. Note that at both irradiating time and temperature hold periods, the electron beam was left on.
**Fig 4.8:** The growth of bubble discs with annealing at 800°C at $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$.

Scale bar in the first image applies to all images.

Fig 4.9 shows the growth charts of the growth of the bubble discs. The length of the #1 edge-on bubble discs grew slowly, while the length of #2 and #3 underwent a dramatic increasing during the sample being held at 800°C. The length increase rate was extremely high during 1~3 min. The width of those three bubble discs had a uniform growth during this time range. The growth of the bubble discs was probably facilitated by the capture of vacancies and helium from the surrounding material still present from the preceding irradiation. However, the length tended to saturate after a few minutes under these conditions. It will be discussed later in section 5.4.

![Fig 4.9: The growth curve of bubble discs during the holding time](image)

**Fig 4.9:** The growth curve of bubble discs during the holding time
4.3.2.5 Final size distribution of bubble discs

The statistical analysis of the length of final sizes of edge-on bubble discs (viewed close to [001] down-zone axis) at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ at 900°C is shown in Fig 4.10. The length distribution histograms are created by binning length statistics using bins 2 nm wide with a maximum length of 56 nm. The sample size was 104 bubble discs, taken from different images on the (001) plane. Then a Gauss distribution is fitted, which is shown as a black curve in the chart.

![Graph showing final length distribution of bubble discs at 900°C at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$](image)

**Fig 4.10:** Final length distribution of bubble discs at 900°C at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

Some parameters of Gauss fitting are given in Table 4.2. The Adj. R-Squared is short for the adjusted $R^2$. $R^2$ represents the coefficient of determination in statistics, which provides a measure of how well observed outcomes fit the model. The adjusted R-Squared used in Origin Pro 9 is a modified value of R-Squared, which has been adjusted for the number of predictors in the model. Only when the new term improves the model more than expected, does the adjusted R-squared increase. The adjusted R-squared decreases when a predictor improves the model by less than expected by chance. The Adj. R-Squared=0.90 means that the distribution approximately obey the normal distribution. And the majority of sizes of the bubble discs are around 29.22 nm at 900°C. The standard error of ±0.34 is comparatively small.
Table 4.2: The parameters of Gauss fit of the final length distribution in projection at 900°C with a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Gauss distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R-Squared</td>
<td>0.89797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value</td>
<td>29.21655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>±0.34481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2.6 The crystallographic orientation of the edge-on bubble discs

4.3.2.6.1 The orientation of the edge-on bubble discs viewed in [001]-zone condition

The planes on which the bubble discs lie are investigated in this section. The edge-on bubble discs observed down the [001] zone have different orientations. In the Fig 4.11, habit planes were indexed by comparing the diffraction patterns and images. Fig 4.11(a) shows a TEM image of typical edge-on bubble discs at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ at 900°C; Fig 4.11(b) is the diffraction pattern from the same area. Then the indexing of the habit planes was performed with the software JEMs [126], as shown in Fig 4.11(c).

The bubble discs were found to be preferential located on some specific habit planes. The orientations of the bubble discs were analysed and the results are shown in Fig 4.12(a). The angles were measured with respect to the positive horizontal direction of the TEM images. Gauss-distribution multi-peak fitting is performed as below. The calculated result and multi-peak fitting curve are shown in Fig 4.12(b) and Table 4.3. The Adj. R-Square=0.989 indicates that the statistics of orientation fits the multi-peak model well. The fitting peaks appeared at angles of 35.00°, 100.92° and 156.85°, shown in Table 4.3. The angles separation between these peaks is approximately $61 \pm 5^\circ$. The habit planes were (100), (010) and ($\bar{1}$10), as indicated in Fig 4.12. The reasons why such bubble discs lay on these specific planes are discussed in Section 5.6.

In Fig 4.12, the number of edge-on bubble discs observed around 35° was almost the same as the number around 157°, while the number around 101° was relatively smaller. This may be due to the sample size and effects associated with the direction of irradiation and sample geometry.
Figure 4.11: (a) Image of edge-on bubble discs lying on (001) plane at 900°C at a fluence of 6.1×10^{16} ions.cm^{-2}; (b) The diffraction pattern of [001] zone in the corresponding area; (c) The [001] zone indexing generated by JEMs
**Fig 4.12:** Distribution of the angles of the bubble discs and fitting curve at 900°C at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

**Table 4.3:** Result of Gauss-distribution Multi-peak fitting of angle distribution of the bubble discs at 900°C at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value (°)</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak1</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>±0.52171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak2</td>
<td>100.92085</td>
<td>±1.08544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak3</td>
<td>156.85429</td>
<td>±0.44503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R-Square</td>
<td>0.988725829</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2.6.2 The orientation of the edge-on bubble discs viewed in other down-zone directions

The sample was tilted with the double-tilting heating sample holder. With the help of Kikuchi lines and diffraction indexing using JEMS, theoretical and experimental Zone-Axis Pattern Maps (ZAPMaps) between the [-123], [101] and [001] zones were created as shown in Fig 4.13 and Fig 4.14, respectively.

Edge-on bubble discs were detected when viewed in different down-zone axes, as shown in Fig 4.15. Calculated angles $\alpha$ from the [001]-zone to the various zones shown in Fig 4.13 and Fig 4.14 can be calculated by using Equation 4.1 for hexagonal crystallographic systems:

$$\cos \alpha = \frac{h_1 h_2 + k_1 k_2 + \frac{1}{2}(h_1 k_2 + h_2 k_1) + \frac{3a^2}{4c^2}l_1 l_2}{\sqrt{(h_1^2 + k_1^2 + h_1 k_1 + \frac{3a^2}{4c^2}l_1^2)(h_2^2 + k_2^2 + h_2 k_2 + \frac{3a^2}{4c^2}l_2^2)}}$$ (4.1)

Table 4.4 gives the angles between the [001]-zone and other zones. The numbers of edge-on bubble discs detected on different zones are also presented in Table 4.4.

**Table 4.4:** Calculated angles from the [001]-zone to various zones in its surrounding ZAPMap shown in Fig 4.13 and Fig 4.14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>[001]</th>
<th>[102]</th>
<th>[101]</th>
<th>[113]</th>
<th>[012]</th>
<th>[1123]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>10.0°</td>
<td>19.4°</td>
<td>11.5°</td>
<td>10.0°</td>
<td>11.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size of edge-on bubble discs</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Fig 4.16, the statistical analysis of edge-on bubble discs viewed on different zones indicates that the peak of angle distribution appears around ~35°, ~101° and ~157° when viewed on each zone-axis. Therefore, the distributions of angles with respect to the positive horizontal direction didn’t change with all these tilt angles from [001] zone. This indicates that the on-edge discs have the same orientations as deduced from the observation made along the [001] zone-axis. The reasons are discussed in the Section 5.6.
Fig 4.13: Schematic of zone-map showing low-order zones and selected Kikuchi lines derived from JEMs
Fig 4.14: Schematic of zone-map with diffraction patterns from the experiment
Fig 4.15: Edge-on bubble discs observed in different down-zone directions
Fig 4.16: Angle distributions of edge-on bubble discs observed in different down-zone conditions
4.4 Summary

This chapter contains experimental results from in-situ 3.5 keV He ion-irradiation and TEM observation of SiC samples at either 700°C, 800°C or 900°C. TEM images were captured regularly throughout the irradiation and videos were recorded. Bubbles and bubble discs were detected in the irradiated areas at all temperature studied. The size of bubble discs was increasing with the increase of helium fluence and bubble discs were observed to grow further whilst being held at 800°C after a fluence of $3.1\times10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. Samples were irradiated to a maximum fluence of $\sim6.1\times10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ at which the bubble appeared to stop growing. The edge-on bubble discs observed close to [001] down-zone axis are formed on \{100\}, \{010\} and \{1\bar{1}0\} planes.
5. Discussion

5.1 The growth mechanism of the bubble discs

The helium irradiation of SiC has been reported previously and a transformation from helium platelets to bubble discs of small bubbles has been detected [81], [106]–[110]. Isolated bubbles and bubble discs were both formed at a thickness of ~50nm of the samples. In the present work, it is speculated that the helium platelets are formed at the beginning and then they collapsed into discs of small bubbles. Unfortunately, the transformation wasn’t detected in the experiments. It may due to: (a) small change in contrast between platelets and bubble discs; (b) sample movement. It is hard to maintain the same area and Bragg conditions during the irradiation. But the nucleation of platelet-shaped cavities at the beginning may be necessary for the formation of bubble discs because isolated bubbles are energetically favoured to be formed rather than bubble discs if no platelet was formed. Meanwhile, the similar evolution has been reported in helium-implanted Mo although detailed mechanism still remained in questions.

The helium platelets and bubble discs have been found in some other materials after helium irradiation, for example, Si [127], B₄C [128], Ti [129] and Mo [130]. But few papers have discuss the evolution of helium platelets (bubble discs). Evans developed a theory to describe the evolution of helium platelets in metal Mo [131]. The bubble discs evolved from helium trapped vacancy clusters are written as HeₓVᵧ, for example, He₂V, He₃V, He₄V₂ (V is short for vacancy) [131]. Then the vacancy clusters gain new space by ejecting the nearby matrix atoms, which is called trap mutation process. These matrix atoms become interstitials and are binding to the helium vacancy clusters. The dislocation loops are formed by the interstitials surrounding the platelets. The platelets nucleate. Then the platelets grow by loop punching. However, the theory can’t explain what lead to the different nucleation of isolated bubbles and helium platelets in our experiments. Meanwhile, the loop punching process can’t explain the length growth of the bubble discs. The hypothesis from Chen and his co-workers shows a little different nucleation of helium platelets [81]. The schematic of a helium platelet is shown in Fig 5.1. They thought the platelets nucleated from the crack between two lattice layers. It is reasonable that platelets nucleate between the cracks of two lattice layers and grow by loop punching in Chen’s experiment, because helium platelets have a uniform thickness of 0.6nm, corresponding to approximately 2.4 lattice layer along [001] direction [81]. While the bubble discs formed in the present work have a thickness of 3.3±0.25 nm,
corresponding to approximately 12 lattice layers along [001] direction and 11 lattice layers along [100] direction. It is unlikely that helium platelets/bubble discs gain so much lattice space without trap mutation process in our case. But both of Evans and Chen agreed that dislocation loops were formed and the bubble discs subsequently grew by loop punching.

There are apparently plenty of vacancies clusters and interstitials in the irradiated areas. During the high temperature implantation periods and the temperature holding periods, Some vacancy-interstitial pairs are recombined and some evolve to become helium bubbles and bubble discs. We speculate that the location of helium trapped vacancy clusters in the lattice and the distance between these vacancy clusters may affect the different nucleation in SiC. Those vacancy clusters which is close to each other and are generated near specific low energy planes coalesce together, when the lattice atoms between them can be easily kicked out by trap mutation to turn into interstitials. The interstitial C and Si have a migration energy of 0.74 eV and 1.53 eV [132], respectively, which is much lower than the migration energy of C vacancies (3.2-3.6 eV) and S vacancies (3.5-5.2eV) [133]. Thus, the interstitial C and Si atoms are able to migrate and are trapped between specific low energy planes to form interstitial dislocation loops, for example, (001) and (100) planes. These vacancy clusters surrounding by interstitial dislocation loops act as nuclei of helium platelets. Then the platelets grow by loop punching. Meanwhile, trap mutation process takes place to transform the lattice atoms at the edge of the platelets into interstitials during the growth. These interstitials are then trapped in the dislocation loops. This process could be the explanation of the length growth of helium platelets. The big growth rate at fluences of 3.1×10^{16} ions/cm^{2} and 3.8×10^{16} ions/cm^{2} indicates that loop punching and trap mutation can easily take place at the beginning so that the platelets are able to gain space and grow fast. The processes are driven by the relaxation of inner pressure of the platelets. The inner helium pressure dropped discontinuously during this process [134]. This may lead to the collapse of helium platelets. The transformation from platelets to bubble discs occurs after the collapse and some of the interstitial atoms return back into the lattice sites. It is believed a cluster of small spherical bubbles have lower energy than a single platelet [135].
Fig 5.1: schematic of a helium platelet, bound by two dislocation dipoles on both sides. The dots represent helium atoms and the black lines indicate lattice planes. (Reproduced from [81])
5.2 The motion of helium atoms and helium bubbles

5.2.1 Motion of helium atoms

The motion of helium atoms is considered as the helium diffusion process in SiC. The vacancies with trapped helium atoms don’t move in this experiment, because it is believed that the mobility of vacancies in SiC is only possible at temperatures higher than 1260°C [118], [119]. So at this temperature range of 700–900°C, the dissociative/interstitial mechanism is deduced to explain the diffusion of helium atoms. The helium atoms are detrapped from defects (interstitials, vacancies, or other complexes) and then interstitial helium diffuse, which is shown in equation 5.1 [118]:

\[
D_{He} \rightarrow D + I_{He}
\]  

(5.1)

As it is reviewed in section 2.5.1, the activation energy for helium is expected to be ~1.1 eV. The electron beam may also affect the helium diffusion process in the TEM.

5.2.2 Motion of helium bubbles

Bubbles which have a size smaller than resolution of FX2000-TEM could not be visible in this work. So mobility of these bubbles were unknown in this work. However, by the time bubbles were large enough to be observed in the TEM, no motion of bubbles was observed. Thermally-activated bubble motion in metals [136], [137] and semi-conductors [138], [139] has been reported before. Whereas, there are rare reports of helium bubble motion in SiC around this temperature range of 700–900°C in published literatures. Pawley has analysed that the small helium atoms and helium atoms clusters may be able to be diffuse and gather to form bubbles with immobile sizes [49]. Therefore, it is concluded observable helium bubbles formed are pinned in position and unable to move. The small helium bubbles inside the bubble discs keep spherical shape and are not able to move after the transformation from platelet to bubble discs. Fourier transforms of the images inside the discs should been taken in further work to check whether bubble lattice forms inside the cluster. The formation of bubble lattice are considered as a much stable way of distribution of defects, which may be similar to void lattice [140].
5.3 The growth and growth rate of bubble discs

In the irradiation experiments at the 800°C and 900°C, the edge-on bubble discs viewed close to the [001] zone-axis were growing with the increasing helium fluence (see section 4.3.2.3). The mean final length and width of bubble discs at 900°C reached ~30nm and ~3nm. The growth rate increased before the fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ and then the growth slowed down. The growth stopped at with the fluence of $5.4 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. At 700°C, much fewer bubble discs were observed. There appeared to be a temperature threshold around 700°C to make the difference. Since no in-situ irradiation experiment of bubbles clusters growth have been done before, the data here shows the first experimental growth process, which is of great value. More data are needed in the further work.

5.4 Analysis of bubble growth during temperature holding period

During the holding period of the experiment at 800°C after a fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$, the bubble discs continue to grow rapidly (see section 4.3.2.4). This could be explained as follows. Before the annealing there were helium atoms trapped in vacancies and interstitials because of the very high implanting flux of $2.5 \times 10^{13}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$.s$^{-1}$. The temperature played the dominating role of the bubble discs growth and the temperature holding periods provided additional time for helium diffusion. At the same time, the energetic electron beam of TEM also might make a contribution. Energy was transferred to helium through the collisions between electrons and helium atoms (or helium-trapped defects). This facilitates helium atoms to overcome the energy barrier and migrate. But this would be the lesser factor because the transferred energy is low.

5.5 The final size distribution of bubble discs

The final sizes of bubble discs are mainly decided by the three main factors: the helium fluences, the irradiation temperatures and the lying-on planes of bubble discs.

As it is described in section 4.3.2.3, bubble discs grow with the helium fluence before they get saturated.

The final sizes are also closely related to temperature. A variety of papers have reported the sizes of bubble discs lying on {001} planes. In the temperature range of 700–900°C, helium platelets with size of ~9 nm diameter and ~ 0.6 nm thickness were formed in the matrix on {001} planes in Chen’s work [81], [110]. Whereas in current work, bubble discs
with sizes of ~30 nm in diameter and ~3 nm in thickness were formed. When the experiment temperature becomes higher than 1050°C, bubble discs grow bigger [109]. Large platelet-shaped bubble-loop complexes with a diameter of 200 nm have been observed [81]. 

The mean final size of edge-on bubble discs, which actually lay on {100} planes (see section 5.6 ahead) is ~30 nm in diameter and ~3 nm in thickness. The mean final size of bubble discs lying on {001} planes were not measured in the experiments reported here. It is expected that the final size difference maybe existed between the bubble discs lying on these two planes, due to the little different interplanar spacing. However, the {100} planes with plane spacing of 0.2661nm and the {001} planes with plane spacing of 0.2513nm are two of the closest packing planes in 4H-SiC and have the biggest spacing between the layers. More lattice space is supplied for the helium platelets and bubble discs. The big spacing not only makes the formation of platelets easier to grow in both axial and radial directions, but also makes the dislocation dipoles easier to emit and glide along the close-packing direction. That means, the helium platelets and bubble discs lying on {001} planes may grow bigger than the others before they reach the strain balance between the inside gas pressure and the elastic constraint caused by the lattice atom distortion.

The thickness of samples affects the final sizes of edge-on bubble discs. The overpressure of the platelets and discs releases when they reach the surface of the TEM samples.

In addition, Zhang reported that mono-energetic helium irradiation cause higher ratio of local helium trap than multiple-energy implantation and then lead to bigger sizes of helium platelets [108].
5.6 Preferential habit planes of the bubble discs

5.6.1 The bubble discs viewed in [001] direction

In these experiments, bubble discs were found lying on different planes. For example, as shown in the Fig 4.4, both plan-view bubbles discs lying on {001} planes and edge-on bubble discs are observed when viewed in [001] down-zone direction.

Since 4H-SiC crystalline has a hexagonal structure, it has a property of rotational symmetry on its basal (001) plane. The order of rotational symmetry for an hexagonal structure is 6, which means when it plane rotates by an angle of 60°, the state of the structure will stay the same. The Fig 4.11 above reveals that the angles with respect to horizontal positive direction of the TEM images of the edge-on bubble discs were approximately 35°, 101° and 157°. The angle differences between orientations are approximately 60° and 120°. Therefore, it can be inferred that three preferential planes are equivalent planes.

When observed close to [001] zone, typical orientated on-edge bubble discs are shown in Fig 5.2(a). Fig 5.2(b) presents a plan view of a (001) plane created using Crystalmaker 9.2 software. The equivalent planes: {100}, {010}, {-110}, which is highlighted in Fig 5.2(b) are expected to be the preferential habit planes for the bubble discs. This is because these are the relative close-packing planes compared to other planes perpendicular to (001) plane. As what we analysed in above section 5.5, the relative close-packing planes possess a relative bigger spacing. This character makes them be the preferential choice for bubble discs to lie on. Then the conclusion was drawn that the edge-on bubble discs observed in [001] down-zone direction were lying on {100} planes.
Fig 5.2: (a) TEM image of on-edge bubble discs viewed just off the [001] zone-axis; (b) the structure of (001) plane viewed on [001] zone-axis created using the Crystalmaker software.

However, the closest packed planes in 4H-SiC are the {001} basal planes. The cross section viewed in [100] direction is shown in Fig 5.3. The {001} basal planes are the most preferential planes for the bubble discs to lie on. This conclusion is reached from the many studies in which bubble platelets and clusters are widely detected lying on {001} planes in He-implantation experiments for both α-SiC and β-SiC [106–110].

Fig 5.3: the layer structure of 4H-SiC observed in [100] direction
5.6.2 The edge-on bubble discs viewed in other down-zone directions

As it is shown in section 4.3.2.6.2, edge-on bubble discs were detected in down-zone conditions other than the [001] one. When the sample was tilted from [001] down-zone direction to other down-zone directions, it lost the rotation symmetry order of six. But the edge-on bubble discs still distributed around ~35°, ~101° and ~157°, which have angle difference of 60°. Thus the observations strongly suggest that the edge-on bubble discs observed in other down-zone directions are actually lying on {100} planes, which is exactly the same as the orientation of edge-on bubble discs in [001] down-zone observation.

However, when views of tilted bubble discs were analysed geometrically, the bubble discs lying on (100) planes shouldn’t have the same edge-on orientation, shown in Fig 5.4. Such views of tilted view of bubble discs were rarely detected in our work. This could possibly be due to be the thickness of the areas analysed. The thickness of areas in where the bubble discs lying on {100} planes was about 50 nm or even thicker. So the contrast of features in the areas (e.g. bubbles, dislocation, especially other local bubble discs) obfuscated the contrast of tilted edge-on bubble discs.
Fig 5.4: The geometrical view of bubble discs lying on (100) planes when observed at different zones: (a). Edge-on bubble discs; (b). Bubble discs viewed at the zone 10.0° off the [001] zone; (c). Bubble discs viewed at the zone 11.5° off the [001] zone; (d). Bubble discs viewed at the zone 19.4° off the [001] zone.

The angle distribution of edge-on bubble discs was the same as those observed in [001] direction when the samples were tilted far from the [001] zone. This has not been fully explained here. A possible reason may be that the areas where edge-on located bubble discs were collected were a little bit far away from the observing zone and were close to the [001] zone because of the bending of samples and the deformation of the lattice.

From what we discussed above, conclusion can be drawn that in helium irradiated SiC areas at T_{i} \sim 900°C, the helium platelets and discs were formed and lie on two preferential planes in 4H-SiC. They are the \{001\} basal planes and the \{100\} planes.
6. Conclusions and Further Work

6.1 Conclusion

Experiments of helium implantation in 4H-SiC at high temperatures were conducted with the in-situ ion irradiation facility MIAMI. With the discussion and analysis above, we can be able to draw the following conclusions:

In the temperature range of 700°C–900°C, helium atoms diffuse via the dissociative/interstitial mechanism during the implantation of 4H-SiC. However, no noticeable motion of visible helium bubbles was observed in the TEM.

Lots of bubble discs lying on two different plane clusters were formed in the 4H-SiC matrix at 800°C and 900°C with significantly fewer at 700°C. It is believed there is a temperature threshold $T_t$ around 700°C. 4H-SiC behaved differently below and above this threshold value.

At the temperature of 800°C and 900°C, the formation and growth of bubble discs are similar. The evolution of bubble discs is appeared to proceed as follows. Helium platelets nucleate at the space between two lattice planes. These planes are {001}, {100} habit planes. Then the platelets gain space via loop punching and grow. The emission and gliding away of dislocation loops are driven by the relaxation of pressure inside the helium platelets. Thus the changes of pressure are discontinuous. The platelets collapse into discs of small bubbles when the inside pressure are not able to hold the shape of helium platelet.

In the helium irradiation experiments done at 800°C, the bubble discs grew up to a fluence of $5.4 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$. The growth rate reached the peak value at a fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ and then dropped down.

Whilst held at 800°C at a fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$, the bubble discs grew rapidly because of the diffusion of helium atoms from the matrix. At the fluence of $3.8 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$ at 800°C, the sizes of bubble discs tend to saturate with a size of ~18 nm in diameter and ~3nm in thickness at the end of this period.

In the helium irradiation experiment conducted at 900°C at a fluence of $6.1 \times 10^{16}$ ions.cm$^{-2}$, the mean final length and width of edge-on bubbles discs lying on {100} planes reached ~30 nm and ~3 nm. The discs were formed on two preferential plane clusters. These are {001} planes and {100} planes, which were the close-packing planes with bigger interplanar crystal spacing than the other planes.
6.2 Further work

The mean size of isolated helium bubbles likely has a close relationship with the irradiating temperature, which haven’t been focused on in this works. Thus the size distribution of isolated bubbles at this temperature range needs further research in the future.

The sizes of bubble discs formed at different temperatures should be compared and a function between temperature and sizes of bubble discs can be conducted. The sizes difference of the bubble discs lying on {001} and {001} should be investigated as well.

The transformation from helium platelets to bubble discs needs more investigation. The energy state inside the helium platelets and discs should be compared. In order to capture this transformation, Pre-He-irradiated cross-section samples, which contain platelets, should be made and be used to do in situ helium irradiation. Furthermore, in most of previous ex-situ experiments, most of platelets/discs observed are lying on the {001} basal planes. Thus, with the help of such kind of samples, it would be possible to find out whether bubble discs lying on {100} planes could be formed in these Pre-He-irradiated cross-section samples during the in–situ irradiation.

The precise temperature threshold proposed $T_l$ around 700°C which affects the number density of bubble discs in the irradiated areas could be investigated in the further work. Also, the temperature effect on final sizes of isolated bubbles, the bubble discs and bubble inside the bubble discs should be researched as well.

In the experiments, helium was implanted into SiC with an angle of 30° from the normal of surface. Since the implanting angle may affect the planes of bubble discs to lie on, experiments of perpendicular implantation and other incident angles to the SiC surface should be done in the further work.

After helium irradiation the mechanic properties need to be examined. For instance, the blistering and expansion are important for cladding use. Meanwhile, hardness and high temperature tensile strength are crucial factors for the structure component materials.
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